SUMMARY CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

9.00-9.55 am  Registration

Session 1:  Chair Prof. Cynthia Burek

9.55-10.00  Welcome and Introduction

10.00-10.50  Keynote Speaker: World War I through Affirmation Action — Women in Petroleum Geology Make a Difference  
             Robbie Gries

10.50-11.10  Janet Watson: First female President of the Geological Society  
              Glynda Easterbrook

11.10-11.30 Coffee and Posters  (see poster abstracts)

Session 2:  Chair Dr. Bettie Higgs

11.30-11.50  Margaret Chorley Crosfield FGS: The very first female Fellow of the Geological Society  
              Cynthia Burek

11.50-12.10  Maria Graham and the Geological Society  
              Carl Thompson

12.10-12.30  Ladies with hammers - exploring a social paradox in the early 19th century of Britain  
              Martina Köbl- Ebert

12.30-12.50  Collecting women in Geology: Opening the international case of a Scottish 'Cabinétière',  
              Eliza Gordon Cumming (1815-1842)  
              Mary Orr

12.50-1.10  Female students of geology in Victorian Dublin  
              Susan Hegarty

1.10-2.00 Lunch and Posters  (see poster abstracts)

Session 3:  Chair Duncan Hawley

2.00-2.20  Far-flung Female (and Bone-hunting) Fellows  
           Sue Turner

2.20-2.40  Ida Slater: a modern researcher at the beginning of the 20th century  
           Consuelo Sendino

2.40-3.00  Women at the dawn of diamond discovery in Siberia  
           Kate Kiseeva and Anna Dymshits

3.00-3.20  Eileen Mary Lind Hendriks (1887–1978): her determination to pursue a geological career resulted in major advances in understanding the geology of South-West England  
           Jenny Bennett and John Mather

3.20-3.40  Gertrude Elles: the pioneering graptolite geologist in a woolly hat  
           Jane Tubb and Cynthia Burek

3.40-4.00 Coffee and Posters  (see poster abstracts)

Session 4:  Chair Prof. John Mather

4.00-4.20  Two for the price of one: Doris Reynolds (1899-1985)  
           Cherry Lewis

4.20-4.40  Dr. Dorothy Rayner (1912-2003): First President of the Yorkshire Geol Soc.  
           Patrick Boylan

4.40-5.00  Rosemary Hutton (1925-2004): A visionary and pioneering geophysicist  
           Bruce Hobbs and Alan Jones

5.00-5.20  Understanding the Earth: the work of Marie Tharp (1920-2006)  
           Bettie Higgs

5.20-5.45  Discussion and Closing remarks

6.00-7.00 Reception*   7.00-9.00 Celebratory Dinner*  *Prior booking required
LIST OF CONFERENCE POSTERS:

Being seen & heard: Archives, Women and Geology Sandra Freshney

Two forgotten female Fellows of the Geological Society: Mabel Tomlinson and Isobel Knaggs Cynthia Burek

The female Geological Society medal and Fund winners Cynthia Burek

“A Feminist’s Guide to Dinosaurs” – reflections from an interdisciplinary arts/sciences public tour Emma Jude and Luisa-Maria MacCormack

“Female aristocrats in the Natural History World” Consuelo Sendino

A tale of two female geologists on GeoMôn Anglesey Geopark – Catherine Raisin and Annie Greenly Cynthia Burek